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This is a book about the wonders but ultimate failure of multi-culturalism in the face of powerful mobilised nationalism that transformed local identities into national ones and in doing so destroyed long-standing intimate, personal-communal friendships and social life. It makes the case through an examination of Palestine’s ‘native’ Mizrahi and Sephardic ‘Oriental’ or ‘Arab’ Jewish communities that spoke colloquial Arabic, lived alongside Palestinians, ate the same food, and shared their lives with Palestinian Arab neighbours, but were somehow never Arab, in some measure as Zionism cleaved them from non-Jewish communities. (Or in some Israeli perspectives because the Palestinians never accepted such Jews as equal partners.) The unfolding violence of the Palestinian-Zionist conflict after 1921 forced Oriental Jews to choose sides – especially following the killings of the 1929 disturbances, as subject neatly covered in Hillel Cohen’s recent Year Zero book – and by 1948 many Oriental Jews, especially younger ones, were using their language and cultural skills to support Jewish intelligence and security operations against the Arab enemy. It is a sad story of how Oriental Jews never acted as a bridge mediating between the two sides. Instead, European Ashkenazi Jews co-opted them into the Zionist project while simultaneously looking down on them as somehow too ‘Arab’ in their customs. A Jewish professor at the Hebrew University noted (p. 164) that Oriental youth ‘had a primitive attitude’ as ‘they shared the Arabs’ disdain for the weak,’ instead preferring the Arabs’ eye-for-an-eye and blood feud mentality with which they were familiar. Familiarity can breed contempt or respect depending on the historical circumstances. 

The book under review is interesting and scholarly. It works on one level as a straightforward history of Oriental Jews in Palestine but is equally a story both of Zionism and of the unfolding Jewish-Palestinian conflict within Mandate Palestine. The detail is fascinating. The authors feel the texture of the Jewish community in Mandate Palestine and in doing so they challenge notions of Jewishness among the Jews who lived alongside Palestinians and who articulated hybrid identities, sharing lake-side meals with Palestinians at a restaurant in Tiberias in which they peppered their common Arabic chatter with Hebrew words. Being a Jew did not necessarily mean being attached to the political ideals of Zionism, at least not at the start of the Mandate period. One of the book’s key theses is that Oriental Jews who had lived in the Palestine or the Ottoman Empire for many years – or had recently arrived from Arab countries such as Yemen – were culturally attuned to local Arab-Palestinian communities and so acted (or could have acted) as interlocuteur valable mediators between the Palestinians and newly arriving Ashkenazi Jews, building on their ‘unique role’ as (p. 117) ‘people involved in both the political and cultural spheres’ of Palestinian life. The new Jewish immigrants stood in contrast to the Oriental Jews: they were Western, articulate, better educated, politically mobilised and nationally driven. They looked down on the less well educated Oriental Jews – a more degenerate community, not fully aligned with the Zionist project, but still Jewish. The Oriental Jews often lived literally on the margins within poor neighbourhoods situated on the edge of Jewish cities close to Arab quarters, or they inhabited the same streets and buildings of Arab quarters. Chapter four on the mixing of Jews and Arabs in these ‘oriental ghettos’ – neighbourhoods now destroyed such as Manshiyya between Jaffa and Tel Aviv – gives a wonderful account of multi-cultural communities abolished by determined nationalism. As national space expanded, shared space shrank. These were the liminal places of markets, of religious conversion, of exchange, and of prostitution, and which sat between two worlds and were at the same time another world. One Muslim living in such a place on being denied conversion to Judaism (p. 123) after the rabbi had consulted with the local imam started to cry, exclaiming: ‘If you don’t want to accept me I’ll go to the Christians.’ The linguistic sphere of colloquial Arabic connected the different religious communities. The newly arriving European Zionists wanted to learn everyday Palestinian Arabic for a different reason: it gave them access to information on what was becoming the enemy in the existential struggle for Palestine.

This is the ‘road not taken’ argument: the idea that somehow the different communities could have subsumed their differences to forge a new path to a new state that could have encompassed the common cultural heritage of the shared, local lives of Jews and Palestinian. This never happened, as Abigail Jacobson and Moshe Naor show; nor, in truth, was it ever likely to have materialised. Instead, the intimate connections between Oriental Jews and Palestinians were valuable intelligence-gathering tools for the Jewish Agency and Haganah military operatives. Zionism (and with it Palestinian nationalism) ruined any hope that Oriental Jews may have had to maintain their links with Palestinian neighbours, leaving them (p. 117) ‘torn between their initial instinct to view the teaching of Arabic in an integrative and scholarly way and their understanding of the growing insistence within the Zionist movement on the urgent need to teach and study Arabic for practical political purposes.’ Jewish Arabic-language teachers (p. 110) soon became ‘involved in security-oriented activities.’

Palestinians spoke (p. 141) of the Oriental Jews as ‘our Jews,’ in contract to the newly arrived immigrants who spoke no Arabic. But times were changing. In a playground in a richer Jerusalemite neighbourhood, a quarrel erupted between the Muslim-Christian-Jewish children in which a Jewish boy blurted out to a Muslim boy, to the shock of the assembled youth (p. 144): ‘You wait. Who do you think you are? This country belongs to us, and you Arabs must get out. You belong to the desert. Palestine is the homeland of the Jews, and we intend to have it.’ The Yishuv’s security apparatus from the 1920s drew in younger Oriental Jews; the Revisionist Jewish Irgun group used Oriental Jews who could move easily between the two communities to plant bombs in Palestinian areas, including female operatives. The Irgun even assassinated Mizrahi Jews by accident in reprisal operations, mistaking them for Arabs, not least as one of the ‘black Jews’ was walking the streets wearing a tarbush (a fez). Oriental Jews went from being mediators to being right-wing extremists in the Revisionist movement. This journey took them from being misaligned with Zionism in the 1920s (too pro-Arab) to being unwilling by the 1940s to follow the official policy of restraint in violence (too violent towards Palestinians). Neglected Oriental communities became fascists, as has happened the world over where extreme movements draw in poor, marginalised people. Meanwhile, in emerging Jewish colonies and rural collective settlements Jews had only marginal connection to Palestinians. Connections for the Oriental Jews in frontier cities were all too real and life therein prepared them for life in Zionist shock military units like the Palmach as Mista’arvim – Hebrew slang of the Arabic Musta’aribun (literally ‘Arabized’) – with one Mista’arvev working in the Haifa docks with Arabs and going to Friday prayers as a Muslim. Such operatives conducted intelligence work in Beirut and Damascus, some even fleeing as fake Palestinian refugees in 1948 to live among exiled Palestinians abroad. Palestinian-Arabs rumbled some and killed them; many continued sending back vital information. Language was an issue for missions abroad as agents needed to have the right Palestinian dialect and accent, something that, say, Yemeni Jews did not have but Jews from other Arab countries could act as agents pretending to be natives of those countries 

The tension in the book is between mediation versus documentation. To say that information gathering won out over conciliation is too simple. Oriental Jews tried to do both things but hinge events like the 1929 rioting pushed them in the direction of security roles, not least as after 1929 (p. 153) ‘Palestinian Arabs came to associate the native Jews of the country, and specifically members of the Sephardi and Oriental communities, with the Zionist movement.’ At a reunion event in 1987 for members of the Jewish Arab Department, someone in the audience questioned historical contingency, asking the panel (p. 189) ‘whether it was not a historical tragedy that the Yishuv had made this social group that had at least the linguistic ability to engage in dialogue with Arabs instead fight against the Arabs. The members of the department on the panel chose not to reply to this question.’ Abigail Jacobson and Moshe Naor are to be congratulated for a readable, balanced, valuable examination of a strand of Jewish life in Mandate Palestine that has broader appeal for student and scholars working on Jewish history, Palestinian history, nationalism and the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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